We strive to make our community stronger, one connection at a time.

**The Albuquerque Community Foundation** connects with public, private and philanthropic organizations to build resilience in our community.

**Support Albuquerque Community Foundation TODAY:**

**Call:** 505.883.6240

**Visit:** albuquerquefoundation.org

**Mail:** P.O. Box 25266 • Albuquerque, NM 87125-5266

Make your donation via the enclosed reply envelope.

Read full stories about these and other nonprofits:

Still need to renew as a Partner in Philanthropy?

The Albuquerque Community Foundation is a preferred charity of many companies. Today, this generosity defines the success of many nonprofit organizations, including Albuquerque Community Foundation. The following companies significantly impact our ability to promote community philanthropy. Thank you for your partnership!

**Champions:** $25,000

**Community Builders:** $15,000

**Partners:** $2,500

**Corporate Partners in Philanthropy**

Corporate Social Responsibility is the commitment by business to behave ethically, contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of its workforces and their families, as well as the local community and society at large. Social Responsibility has been a core feature of many companies. Today this generosity defines the success of many nonprofits, including Albuquerque Community Foundation. The following companies significantly impact our ability to promote community philanthropy. Thank you for your partnership!
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The Tapestry Grant Program will bolster economic and social prosperity, while building bridges between geographic communities, diverse populations and burgeoning local industries. Through Tapestry, grantee organizations or programs that are providing equitable access to economic opportunities. Like all of the Foundation’s grant programs, including our competitive and donor advised grant programs, Tapestry grants will focus on creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

The Tapestry Grant Program will bolster economic and social prosperity, while building bridges between geographic communities, diverse populations and burgeoning local industries. Combined, Tapestry grants will illustrate a city woven together – with its many industries. New in 2019

In 2018, 15 refugee-owned businesses have already been launched! Like all of the Foundation’s grant programs, including our competitive and donor advised grant programs, Tapestry grants will focus on creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

For more information, contact Joanna Colangelo, Community Impact Director, joanna@abqcf.org or Denise Nava, Grants, denise@abqcf.org.
The Tapestry Grant Program will bolster economic and social prosperity, while building bridges between geographic communities, diverse populations and burgeoning local industries. Tapestry grants will illustrate a city moving together—tied in by many resources working in support of one another for the greater benefit of the whole.

Tapestry will illustrate how, when funds are strategically woven among shared regions, populations or causes, the collective impact is significantly more visible and sustainable—and is rooted in creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

Like all of the Foundation’s grant programs, including our competitive and donor advised grant programs, Tapestry grants will focus on creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

The Tapestry Grant Program will bolster economic and social prosperity, while building bridges between geographic communities, diverse populations and burgeoning local industries. Tapestry grants will illustrate a city moving together—tied in by many resources working in support of one another for the greater benefit of the whole.

Tapestry will illustrate how, when funds are strategically woven among shared regions, populations or causes, the collective impact is significantly more visible and sustainable—and is rooted in creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

Like all of the Foundation’s grant programs, including our competitive and donor advised grant programs, Tapestry grants will focus on creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.
The Tapestry Grant Program will foster economic and social prosperity, while building bridges between geographic communities, diverse populations and burgeoning local industries. Tapetray grants will illustrate a city moving together – with its many resources working in support of one another for the greater benefit of the whole.

Tapestry will illustrate how, when funds are strategically woven among shared regions, populations or causes, the collective impact is significantly more visible and sustainable – and is rooted in creating long-term systemic change across multiple areas of our community.

Like all of the Foundation’s grant programs, including the competitive and donor advised grant programs, Tapestry grants will focus on organizations or programs that are providing equitable access to economic opportunities.

For more information, contact Joanna Colangelo, Community Impact Director, joanna@abqcf.org or Denise Nava, Grants, denise@abqcf.org.

New in 2019

In 2018, 15 refugee-owned businesses have already been launched!

The Grant Program, which offers business classes in 12 different languages, low-interest microloans for entrepreneurs and ongoing business mentorship.

Programs include:

- 1-to-1 savings match;
- Microenterprise development grant will support: employment services for refugees including career counseling, job development and vocational training; financial services (financial literacy, credit building, credit counseling, budgeting, loan counseling, job development and vocational training; financial services (financial literacy, credit building, credit counseling, budgeting, loan counseling, job development and vocational training); an individual development account (credit building, credit counseling, budgeting, loan counseling).

For more information, contact Chanel, chanel@abqcf.org.

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES

Lutheran Family Services LFS opened an Albuquerque office in 2015 as a local and online resettlement agency in New Mexico. After recognizing a need for the financially vulnerable population, LFS launched the Economic Self-Sufficiency Program. This year, an Economic & Workforce Development grant will support employment services for refugees including career counseling, job development and vocational training, financial services (financial literacy, credit building, credit counseling, budgeting, loan counseling), and an individual development account (credit building, credit counseling, budgeting, loan counseling). The program offers business classes in 12 different languages, low-interest microloans for entrepreneurs and ongoing business mentorship. In 2018, 15 refugee-owned businesses have already been launched.
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The Albuquerque Community Foundation connects with public, private and philanthropic organizations to build resilience in our community.

Support Albuquerque Community Foundation TODAY:

CALL 505.883.6240
VISIT albuquerquefoundation.org
MAIL Make your donation via the enclosed reply envelope.

Read full stories about these and other nonprofits:

Still need to renew as a Partner in Philanthropy?

Thank you for all you do in supporting the Foundation.

As we end 2018 and look toward 2019, we are reminded how much Connections Matter. When we invest in relationships and commit to working together, the work we do reaches far beyond what we could ever achieve independently.

2019 brings Tapestry – a new Foundation grant program designed to weave together community partners for better results. (Read more about Tapestry on page 2).

The Albuquerque Community Foundation has contributed to the development of local jobs and local procurement not just for today but also for the future. We are creating change in workforce development and keeping an eye on policy while eliminating barriers for local people and local business.

Through our collaborative work in the MentorMe and Próspero grant programs, we partnered with Mr. Brother’s Popcorn. It has been a program of the Próspero Foundation. This year we had an opportunity to help the students find their pathways. We found several nonprofits connected in the work – each striving to establish a cohort so these organizations could go one step further in sharing ideas and supporting each other’s work. (See the Bulletin Board for more information about these grantees).

Tapestry on page 2).

We see the power of many every day: a petition with thousands of signatures, compound interest yields, a "viral" internet video -- even traffic at the "Big I"!

In the same way, when Albuquerque Community Foundation connects with others, we have far less room for error. In philanthropy, collective impact calls for multiple organizations to commit to a common goal to affect large-scale social change. Partners may come in different faces – public, private or nonprofit – but connected in one goal, with two different approaches.

2018 has been a productive year of common ground, common goals and collective impact.

41 connections
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The Albuquerque Community Foundation connects with public, private and philanthropic organizations to build resilience in our community.

**CALL** 505.883.6240

**VISIT** AlbuquerqueFoundation.org

**MAIL** P.O. Box 25266 • Albuquerque, NM 87125-5266

Make your donation via the enclosed reply envelope.

Read full stories about these and other nonprofits:

Still need to renew as a Partner in Philanthropy?

The Albuquerque Community Foundation connects with public, private and philanthropic organizations to build resilience in our community. We strive to make our community stronger, one connection at a time.

Corporate Social Responsibility is the commitment by business to behave ethically, contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of its workforce and their families, as well as the local community and society at large. Social Responsibility has long been a true focus of many companies. Today, this generosity defines the success of many nonprofit organizations, including Albuquerque Community Foundation. The following companies significantly impact our ability to promote community philanthropy. Thank you for your partnership!

Champions - $25,000

Ambassadors - $10,000

Partners - $2,500

Community Builders - $15,000

For itemizers and non-itemizers:

- No limit on charitable deductions
- Avoid the limit on charitable deductions
- Gift counts against your RMD
- Avoid the limit on charitable deductions
- Minimizes the effect on cash flow
- Gift is excluded from taxable income
- Gift is excluded from taxable income
- May prevent you from a higher tax bracket
- For itemizers and non-itemizers

IRA CHARITABLE ROLLOVER

If you are 70½, and have a required minimum withdrawal, you may own a IRA, you may transfer up to $100,000 to your favorite charities or interests, or create a Donor-Designated fund to benefit your favorite charities. If you have a required minimum distribution from your IRA, you can convert it to a charitable gift. 

In 2018 has been a productive year of common ground, common goals and collective impact. Through our collaborative work in the MentorMe and Próspero grant programs, we partnered with My Brother’s Keeper Alliance, a program of the Obama Foundation. We were laser focused on improving the outcomes for young men of color and building capacity for those programs. We found several unexpected connections in the work – establishing a cohort for those organizations could go one step further in sharing ideas and supporting each other’s work. (See the Bulletin Board for more information about these partners).

2019 brings Tapestry – a new Foundation grant program designed to weave together community partners for better results. (Read more about Tapestry on page 2).

Through our cross-sector partnerships with Healthy Neighborhoods ABQ and City Hall, the Foundation has contributed to the development of local jobs and local procurement not just for today but also for the future. We are seeing change in economic development with one eye on policy while championing barriers for local people and local business.

Tapestry on page 2).